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1. Definition and Conceptual Frame of the Theme 
 MAAM will be a cultural institution with the aim of increasing public awareness of the 
role of architecture in contemporary society, preserving heritage entity in good technical 
requirements to carry on to future generations, and promoting research within the field. It will 
include an extensive archive, holding major collections of Turkey’s modern architectural 
heritage; a permanent exhibition space for MAAM’s archives including documents, images, 
objects, equipment, furniture, and building elements/parts; temporary exhibition space(s) 
which will encourage a gathering place for everyone who is interested in architecture; study/
research areas and a library; spaces for meeting, collaborating, exchanging ideas; and 
enjoying the city and the magnificent spaces of a very specific place in Istanbul by the 
Bosphorus, by the promenade of century-old trees against great walls, and placed along an 
axis of museums. 

 Archives and museums play a decisive role in history studies and education, as 
much as they do in the making of the future of architecture. Drawing on debates on different 
historiographies, what is to be preserved have become important to rely on when facing the 
future. Especially, the documentation of buildings, sites and neighborhoods of the Modern 
period is a relatively recent undertaking dating to the end of the 20th century.  Rather than 
being a mere repository of documents, architectural archives act as sites for retrieving, 
exploring, and producing architectural knowledge.  

 The first attempt to establish an architectural museum in Turkey was back in the 
1990’s, with the guidance of the Chamber of Architects. Other attempts were made but not 
realized. Finally this goal was achieved in 2018 by a small start-up exhibition and a museum 
with a moderate collection located at the Chamber of Architects.        1

 MAAM aims to encourage research, to manage access to archives and cultural 
heritage, to promote exhibitions and lectures, to develop educational programs, and to 
provide a transdisciplinary platform directed at the larger public. It will present many different 
actors, approaches, periods and products of 20th-century architecture of Turkey. MAAM will 
consist of archives, exhibition areas to host various exhibits throughout the year, offices and 
co-working spaces, and a library, open to the general public. 

 MAAM collections will include archives of architects, beginning from the late 19th 
century. Documenting the evolution of the architectural profession and the changing 
environment of the architecture office will also reflect on changing society of the period. The 
inventory will include drawings, photos, models, furniture, personal correspondence, 
journals, notebooks, administrative files, and unpublished texts of architects. Additionally, 
objects and artifacts such as drawing and model-making tools, and measuring instruments 
will be part of the collection. Items from these archives will be regularly presented at the 
museum and in temporary exhibitions. Virtual exhibitions will aim to present selections of 
archival documents along with films, interviews, and presentations.  

 MAAM, along with its goal to preserve the permanently valuable records of 
architectural sources, also aims to become a hub for all formal and informal groups including 
universities, state organizations, NGOs, student clubs, minority groups and others to make 
architecture a public concern. A genuine interest in rethinking architecture in this particular 
era of global economic crisis and social upheavals will define this new type of institution that 
challenges former hierarchies and classifications. The organization will be also devoted to 
celebrating and promoting Istanbul as a center of architectural heritage and innovation. 
Programs and events will aim to help the inhabitants of the city to think differently about the 
places they live and acknowledge the city's architectural treasures. There will be events 
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organized for children to practice design skills, while their families can participate in 
discussions about the latest urban design issues related to their immediate environment and 
global at large.   

 The project site is in Dolmabahçe, saluting the Palace and the existing buildings 
located on the site, creating a new cultural destination within the city. Thanks to its location 
and the presence of sea and land transport facilities, the site has strong connections with 
various centers both in European and Asian parts of Istanbul (Figure-1). This creates a 
unique challenge to develop the needs of the project theme explained above. 

The site presents a dynamic topography, where the southern end is a plain area and 
slightly above the level of Dolmabahçe Avenue, while the northern end is significantly sloped 
and comprise several terraced retaining walls (Figure-2). These slopes are well forested and 
have a green connection to Vişnezade Park on the north. Due to its topography, the site is 
surrounded by continuous retaining walls on the north side. 

A similar boundary exists on the south side as well, since the site was historically a 
part of Dolmabahçe Palace and comprise several 19th century buildings that served as 
annexes to the Palace (Figure-3). The enclosure wall on the south side belongs to this 
historical context and incorporates also an old fountain within itself (Figure-4). 

These buildings are situated on the east side of the site, which were used by the 
Ministry of National Defense as a military station (Beşiktaş İnzibat Karakolu Bölük 
Komutanlığı) in the 20th century. The site underwent various modifications during this military 
use; such as several contemporary additions to the 19th century buildings and new barrack 
constructions on the west side of the site, etc. (Figure-5). Recently, the site has been 
allocated to Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University for educational purposes and started to be 
used in service of State Conservatory, which was similarly established in the former annex 
buildings of Dolmabahçe Palace (Baltacılar Dairesi), right at the opposite side of 
Dolmabahçe Avenue. Some of the existing buildings (east edge of the site) are currently 
used as dwelling-houses of National Palaces (Milli Saraylar) and are envisioned to become 
part of MSGSÜ in near future. 

Given the above descriptions, there are some parameters to consider while defining 
the new architectural organization within the site. First of all, a large part of the trees on the 
site is hundred years old and thus should be protected. More specifically, the general 
principles set by the students should respect the needs for the preservation of both; the 
continuous green landscape at the northern slopes of the site; and tree-lined urban 
atmosphere at the south border of the site. From a similar perspective, the enclosure wall 
here also constitutes an essential element of the history and urban memory in Dolmabahçe 
and thus will be protected. Students must carefully consider how to negotiate between the 
sustainability of these urban entities and provide entrance(s) to the Archive & Museum. In 
general, similar negotiations are also needed between the new architectural proposals and 
historic buildings both inside and outside of the site. 

 However, reuse of historic structures (and their annexes) within the site that are 
currently used by other institutions (MSGSU and National Palaces) are out of the scope of 
the project, with the exception of one building (Figure-5) that is not yet in use and thus might 
be considered for an adaptive reuse within the frame of architecture program given below. 
Having said that the decision on four annex buildings that have been constructed in the east 
part of the site during the military use of the site, are left to students either to be similarly 
reused or to be removed.   



 

Figure 1 – Location of the project site at Dolmabahçe (Google Maps, 2020). 

 

Figure 2 – General view from the project site (February 2022). 



 

Figure 3 – Documentation of the project site within the Pervititch Maps (Key Map for “Bechiktache”, 1922). 

 

Figure 4 – A view from the Dolmabahçe Avenue; the enclosure wall surrounding the site and its fountain 
(February 2020). 



 
Figure 5 – Current state of the site (Cadastral Map). 

 

Figure 6 – Physical model area (1/500) 



2. Aim and Scope 
Diploma project, as an essential phase of architectural education, aims to bring the students 
into adequate architectural knowledge, and the skills of reasoning and decision-making. It 
aims to validate that each student has acquired the understanding and competence 
necessary for the architectural profession. It requires the demonstration of the knowledge 
and skills to produce an architectural solution and to make design decisions about a single 
project, as well as a comprehensive integration and consideration of design knowledge, and 
decisions across systems, scales, and disciplines. The diploma project consists of the 
student projects, 3 jury sessions to be held throughout the semester, and a final review. The 
final product is expected to culminate from the program defined in the brief. The semester-
long design process concludes with an outcome of an architectural project reflecting 
students’ performances, intellectual actions, and their approach to architectural research and 
analyses within a given scope. The development of each student is examined and improved 
through jury evaluations and critics. 

● Project: The project will be the outcome of the students' studies on the given 
subject and especially their personal arguments and efforts. The result is expected 
to be developed in guidance of the specified architectural program, urban context 
and other conditions concerning the location and program. 

● Lectures: It is planned to organize a lecture series at the beginning of the Diploma 
Project process. There will be invited speakers specialized on a variety of topics 
including the history of the site, museum and archive collections, and exhibition 
making. These lectures constitute a critical start for the Diploma Project. 

● Jury Sessions: According to the 1st article of ITU's Principles of Education and 
Teaching Fundamentals for the Fall Semester of the 2021-2022 Academic Year, the 
education will be conducted face-to-face in the Spring Semester of the 2021-2022 
Academic Year. For this reason, students are required to be in the studio at each 
jury session, and represent their projects face-to-face. The project developed by 
the students will be presented to the jury members at the indicated dates. All the 
drawings and other requested documents should be prepared for the sessions, in 
order to be reviewed and evaluated by the jury. In these sessions the jury members 
will share their critics and comments on the proposals. The reviewing order of the 
projects will be determined on the jury day. Participation is mandatory. 

● Final Jury: According to the 1st article of ITU's Principles of Education and 
Teaching Fundamentals for the Fall Semester of the 2021-2022 Academic Year, the 
education will be conducted face-to-face in the Spring Semester of the 2021-2022 
Academic Year. For this reason, students are required to be in the studio at final 
jury, and represent their projects face-to-face. Final Jury will be held for the 
presentations and explanations of the completed projects. Besides that, the jury 
members may ask students various questions in order to gain insight about the 
students' approach. The final evaluation and grading includes all the stages, i.e. the 
final project, preliminary and final juries together; the project should not be 
regarded as the single input for the final evaluation. 

The student needs to meet the Prerequisites for the Graduation Project (MIM 492, MIM 
492E) or the Diploma Project (MIM 4902, MIM 4902E) in the curriculum and 'Other 
Requirements' determined by the Senate. For the general rules not written in the Diploma 
Project Principles, the “Senate Principles” are valid related to taking the Diploma Project, 
submissions and examinations of the Diploma Project. Links below must be checked: 

https://darch.itu.edu.tr/diploma-projesi/ 
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Evaluation Criteria 
Jury sessions have a %40 effect, the final submission and the final jury has a 60% effect on 
total grading. Students who take the Diploma Project are obliged to make a presentation in 
three interim juries and a final jury and to fully attend the sketch exams. The grade of the 
student who does not take the Sketching Exam is evaluated as VF. Students, who do not 
enter more than one jury, are evaluated with VF grade. Students, who fail to submit their 
final project, or, submit and not join the final jury, are considered unsuccessful (FF). For the 
Diploma Project to be considered successful, a minimum (CC) grade must be obtained. Jury 
members will grade students' projects based on the evaluation criteria in the Course Catalog 
Form in addition to the criteria below: 

● Attendance to jury, sketch exam, workshop and board sessions 

● Personal evaluation of the design problem, ability of approaching design problems 
in a multidimensional way, performance of carrying out the whole design process in 
a critical way 

● Expected competence in establishing relations of design decisions with context, 
program and spatial-formal-tectonic layout 

● Adequate usage of representation tools in the production, development and 
communication of design concepts, competence in multidimensional representation 
media 

● Submission of required materials both for the jury session and final submission. 

3. Schedule 

Date Hour Task Location

21st February 
2022 Monday Beginning of Spring term

23rd February 
2022 
Wednesday 

13:30 Submission of Diploma Project brief and meeting Studio

23rd February 
2022 
Wednesday 

15:00 Lecture: Dr. Turgay Cengiz Göncü Zoom

02nd March 
2022 
Wednesday

14:30 Lecture: Dr. Nazan Ölçer Sabancı 
Museum

https://mim.itu.edu.tr/ogrenci-isleri-duyurular/
https://mim.itu.edu.tr/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/FK_30092019_ilk-d%25252525C3%25252525B6rt_yariyil_basari_sarti_karari.pdf
https://mim.itu.edu.tr/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/FK_30092019_ilk-d%25252525C3%25252525B6rt_yariyil_basari_sarti_karari.pdf
https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/onsartlar/onsartlar.php
https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/ders-bilgileri/ders-bilgileri.php?subj=MIM&numb=4902E
https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/ders-bilgileri/ders-bilgileri.php?subj=MIM&numb=4902E
https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/ders-bilgileri/ders-bilgileri.php?subj=MIM&numb=4902
https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/ders-bilgileri/ders-bilgileri.php?subj=MIM&numb=4902


*Models must be brought in and presented to the jurors on the day of the jury. 

4. Documents to be Submitted to the Students 
Diploma Project Brief: A digital copy of the brief and all related documents (maps, 
photographs, etc.) will be shared via official Ninova system. Additional cloud storage 
services might be used for larger files and submissions. 

5. Required Materials for Jury Evaluation 
The materials for jury evaluation are specified both for students and jury sessions. Jury 
members may ask additional contents from students for their process through juries. For the 

02nd March 
2022 
Wednesday

17:00 Deadline for submitting questions Ninova

09th March 
2022 
Wednesday

13:30 Announcement of the answers Ninova

16th March 
2022 
Wednesday

10:30 Lecture: Meriç Öner Zoom

21st March 2022 
Monday

by 
20:00 Digital submission of documents for 1st Jury Ninova

23rd March 
2022 
Wednesday

09:30- 
17:30 1st JURY * Studio

25th April 2022 
Monday

by 
20:00 Digital submission of documents for 2nd Jury Ninova

27th April 2022 
Wednesday

09:30- 
17:30 2nd JURY * Studio

11th May 2022 
Wednesday tba. Sketch exam tba. 

23rd May 2022 
Monday

by 
20:00 Digital submission of documents for 3th Jury Ninova

25th May 2022 
Wednesday 

09:30- 
17:30 3th JURY * Studio

03rd June 2022 
Friday End of the Spring semester

20th June 2022 
Monday

by 
20:00 Digital submission of documents for Final Jury Ninova

23rd June 2022 
Thursday

09:30- 
17:30 FINAL JURY * Studio

26th June 2022 
Sunday 12:00 Deadline for Submission of Grades of Diploma Project SIS ITU



final jury, students are expected to provide the materials described in the Article 7 of the 
Diploma Project Principles in minimum.  

Although the material for diploma projects' evaluation is specified for every session, every 
student may be asked by the jury members to produce additional documents at different 
scales or with a different content, according to their specific approach to the problem. 

Requirements for the 1st JURY: 
The aim of the first jury is to define and present;  
. the general approach to the theme, and the development of a personal interpretation,  
. the conceptual approach, development and detailing of the building program with possible, preferably creative 
and unique scenarios,  
. site-specific issues, the extents of site and general organization,  
. the approach to the concept of “architecture museum & archive” and the interpretation of the architectural 
program. 
With this aim, the following is expected to be submitted:  

Requirements for the 2nd JURY: 
In the second jury, the students are expected to present;  
. the approach developed after the feedback of the first jury,  
. the approach to the concept of “archive & museum”, with the architectural program developed accordingly,  
. the ways in which the proposed architectural program offers spatial and temporal relationships, exchanges, life, 
and circulation.  
With this aim, the following is expected to be submitted:  

scale

A3 portfolio Max. 2 sheets

Architectural report explaining the approach to the theme and site based on research (Max. 450 words)

Analysis of theme & site; analytical/mapping work towards concept development (in 
the form of drawings, models, diagrams, other visual data, etc.)

Various scales 
and media

Development and detailing of the architectural program with possible scenarios (in the 
form of drawings, models, diagrams, other visual data, etc.)

Various scales 
and media 

Diagrams concerning basic design decisions, ordering concepts; basic premises; 
settlement decisions, environmental design characteristics; spatial organization; 
movement of people and vehicles; activity organization throughout the site; ordering of 
open-closed spaces; atmospheric qualities.

Various scales 
and media 

Plans, sections and silhouettes presenting the general site-related issues   1/500 and 1/1000 
and/or 1/2000

Physical model presenting the general conceptual issues 1/500

Conceptual and diagrammatic physical models that sample and produce the proposed 
conceptual approach of “archive&museum”

Various scales 

scale

A3 portfolio Max. 2 sheets



Requirements for the 3rd JURY: 
In the third jury, the students are expected to present;  
. the approach developed after the feedback of the second jury,  
. the approach to the concept of “archive & museum”, with the architectural program developed accordingly,  
With this aim, the following is expected to be submitted: 

Basic concepts and solutions:  
- Spatial organization in the settlement as a whole – boundaries, continuity, 
orientation, meaningfulness, conceivability, scale, etc.;  
- Design scenario with possible activities of formal & informal type, including research, 
study, archive organization, museum tour, presentation of collections, informal 
activities and meetings, etc.    
- Proposals for landscape, open-closed space relations, natural-built relations 
- Atmospheric qualities.

Various scales, 
diagrams.

Site plan, longitudinal section from the site, silhouette
1/1000

Plans, sections, elevations (including relations with the surrounding) 1/500

Diagrammatic 3D drawings (digital models, perspectives, collages, etc.)

Diagrams including structural system and construction elements; climatic decisions; 
lighting issues.

Various scales

System details representing atmospheric qualities of the project 1/50

Physical model 1/500

scale

A3 portfolio Max. 2 sheets

Basic concepts and solutions:  
- Spatial organization in the settlement as a whole – boundaries, continuity, 
orientation, meaningfulness, conceivability, scale, etc.;  
- Design scenario with possible activities of formal & informal type, including research, 
study, archive organization, museum tour, presentation of collections, informal 
activities and meetings, etc.    
- Proposals for landscape, open-closed space relations, natural-built relations 
- Atmospheric qualities.

Various scales, 
diagrams.

Site plan, longitudinal section from the site, silhouette 1/1000

Ground floor plan including relations with surroundings, longitudinal section from site & 
the building(s)

1/500

Plans, elevations and sections 1/200

3D views from important points 

Diagrams of structural and mechanical systems

System detail (Partial plans, elevations, sections) 1/50, 1/10

Physical model 1/500

Partial sectional model cutting through the main exhibition hall 1/200



Requirements for the FINAL JURY: 

6. Presentation Guidelines 
Representation technique is free provided that they are prepared by the students 
themselves. Decisions concerning the type of paper, drawings, modeling technique and use 
of color is left to the student. Any type of material may be used for the presentations, as long 
as they are professionally competent.  

The size for the presentation boards is vertical A1 PDF file format. (For some tips about 
optimizing your PDF files, you can visit https://darch.itu.edu.tr/tips-pdf-optimization/?
lang=en.)  

In the jury submissions, project documents will be uploaded to the Ninova system at the time 
period specified in the schedule. Documents should not exceed 50 MB size per file (Models 
must be presented to the jurors in the studio). 

For A3 exhibition, Faculty Archive and NAAB documents, a template will be shared with 
students via Ninova again. 

scale

A3 portfolio Max. 2 sheets

Architectural report  Max. 450 words

Digital recording of the submission material CD/DVD

Basic concepts and solutions:  
- Spatial organization in the settlement as a whole – boundaries, continuity, 
orientation, meaningfulness, conceivability, scale, etc.;  
- Design scenario with possible activities of formal & informal type, including research, 
study, archive organization, museum tour, presentation of collections, informal 
activities and meetings, etc.    
- Proposals for landscape, open-closed space relations, natural-built relations 
- Atmospheric qualities.

Various scales, 
diagrams.

Site plan, longitudinal section from the site, silhouette 1/1000

Ground floor plan including relations with surroundings, longitudinal section from site & 
the building(s)

1/500

Plans, elevations and sections 1/200

3D views from important points 

Diagrams of structural and mechanical systems

System detail (Partial plans, elevations, sections) 1/50, 1/10

Physical model 1/500

Partial sectional model cutting through the main exhibition hall 1/200

https://darch.itu.edu.tr/tips-pdf-optimization/?lang=en
https://darch.itu.edu.tr/tips-pdf-optimization/?lang=en


7. Architectural Brief and Programme 

PROMENADES …………………………….……………………………………. 600m2+outdoor 

Entrance and circulation halls, cafe and restaurants, shops, meeting/event spaces.  

These multi-use spaces are expected to organize the access to the complex, the public use 
and reception, the connections to the urban tissue and the street. The promenades will act 
as the routes orienting the movement and flow of people and things, and giving corners to 
the vistas, meeting spaces, etc. apart from the entrances. Connection with the outdoor areas 
and potential urban relations are important given the historical urban wall and the 
surrounding green area. 

Entrance and reception, information and ticketing, security, lost&found, cloakroom, storage, 
restrooms, staff room, meeting and waiting for large groups, cafeteria and/or restaurant (with 
related kitchen and service areas), museum shop will be organized in adequate size and 
number of units. Besides, necessary organizations for the visitors from all ages, the staff, 
and the disabled should be considered in these areas.  

EXHIBITIONS  ……………………………………………………………………………3000m2 

Museum’s temporary and permanent exhibition halls will be designed considering the 
characteristics of exhibition spaces with permanent and temporary layouts, the interpretation 
of collections, the preservation of the exhibits under appropriate conditions, the circulation 
for all visitors and staff, materials and technologies, and the relationship of the museum 
space with the city. The square meter ratio of temporary exhibition spaces to permanent 
exhibition spaces will be 2:3. Virtual experience spaces, exhibition preparation areas, and 
alternative scenarios depending on the conceptual approach will be carefully considered. 

ARCHIVE .............................................................................................................   2000m2 

The archive holds both original valuable records of private sources, and digital duplicates 
with a digital duplicate service for the archives, storage area for non-digital copies (film, 
photo, xerox, etc.)  

The archive collection storage is both a physical space and an ongoing process. It is 
dedicated space for storing museum objects and archival materials. This space needs to 
meet standards and requirements for the preservation, protection, and accessibility of the 
collection. Students should acknowledge the ongoing process of containing, organizing and 
caring for the collection while it is in storage. The sensitive environmental needs of different 
materials to be permanently stored and preserved; the functional efficiency, safety, security, 
and comfort of the visiting public and operating personnel; and the protection of the archived 
materials from fire, water, and man-made threats must be considered. 

Research and meeting rooms, a rare book library, a reference desk, and services must be 
programmed exclusively for the archive. Their relationship with the library spaces will be 
decided depending on varying levels of security and accessibility. 

LIBRARY .............................................................................................................   1000m2 

Library and media-tech will be designed in relation with the educational facilities of the 
archive & museum, accommodating printed books and journals, digital and audio books and 
computer usage facilities.  



Reading and research area for 40-50 people, meeting rooms, co-working spaces, staff 
offices, storage and warehouse must be considered.  

There will be a multi-purpose hall for 150-200 people which will be used for seminars, 
meetings, film screenings, and exhibition openings. Foyer and service spaces must be 
carefully designed. 

OFFICES …………………………………………………….…………………………….500m2 

Administrative and curatorial offices for management and organization of the archive & 
museum will be designed in adequate size and numbers for directors, curators, managers, 
archivists, restaurateurs, and librarians. Secretariat, waiting hall, meeting rooms, digitization 
facilities will be designed accordingly. Students must consider the special requirements for 
each specialist while providing alternative networks between staff spaces in order to 
organize the facilitation of the archive & museum. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES ………………………………………………………………….1000m2 

Service entrance in relation to large elevators and transportation in general, janitor’s room, 
dressing rooms and closets, showers and restrooms, employee’s dining hall are required 
spaces. Switchboard (directly related with the transformer & generator room), transformer 
(directly related to outdoors), generator room, installation and water storage tanks, closed 
circuit TV/security centre, garbage storage and disposer will be designed accordingly. 

CARPARK ………………………………………………………………………………….1000m2 

Indoor parking for approximately 40 cars will be provided. 

12740m2 in total including 40% circulation area (plus or minus 10% of the total area is 
acceptable) 
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